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TOKEN ECONOMY DUE DILIGENCE

Did LUNA-UST 
burst due to 
code quality or 
poor economy 
design?

Big challenge in current Web3 space, is that 
folks are seeking for independent views on 
smart contract code, legal and tax compliance 
but when it comes to economies the magic 
word is DYOR (Do your own research).

But has LUNA-UST collapsed due to poor code 
or legal compliance issues?

haven’t heard of that...



TOKEN ECONOMY DUE DILIGENCE
A LOSS PREVENTION MECHANISM

Could UST-LUNA been mitigated?

How audit helps in traditional world

UST-LUNA algorithmic stable coin collapse, under different estimates, has led to over 
$40 billion of value being lost and creating one of the largest domino effects on DeFi 
ecosystem beyond Terra.

Token Economy design gaps could have been called through due 
diligence.

According to the study[1] of 5,300 small US firms, that are exempt from the SOX due 
diligence, over 7 years they lost ~$856 million in aggregate — because they didn’t 
properly remediate their internal control gaps.  Further, they experienced an additional 
$935 million in delayed aggregate market value because of delaying the trust 
curve.

[1] The benefits and costs of Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404(b) exemption: Evidence from small firms’ internal control disclosures
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5 PRACTICAL REASONS 
TO DO DUE DILIGENCE TOKEN ECONOMY

Responsibility
Having their own token economy audited is a Project Team’s 
undisputed proof of responsibility and care towards their 
developers and users alike. Both communities will grow through 
the assurance that there are no hidden risks.

Credibility
An audited/assured economic design will most probably gain 
credibility in the eyes of private and institutional investors, when 
stacked against (non-audited) competing use cases.

Risk control
No single Project Team has internally the skills to cover all possible 
design and operational risks. Token economy audits are the best 
way to discover and address risks before they create substantial 
losses.

Business case
Project monetization prospects depend on how well factual data 
about economic actor behavior, market conditions and imputed 
costs are reflected in token and value flow design. Audit & 
Assurance helps uncover design gaps.

Learning & feedback
Our token economy auditors are proven token industry experts, 
with robust track records and network. Based on experience in 
multiple cross-industry projects, they give value-adding insights 
and improvement recommendations.
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HOW WE WORK
CORE FOCUS AREAS

Business 
Model

Token 
Economy Design

Financial 
Stability

Competition 
& Environment

Analyse what does 
the business model 
look like, separate 
from the token and 
how it does add 
value.

Analyse token 
economy design 
through the lenses 
of Market, Mecha-
nism and Token 
Design. Analyse 
relations between 
economic agents, 
on-chain and 
off-chain assets and 
transaction path-
ways.

Analyse sufficiency 
and stress resistance 
of cash flows projec-
tions. Scrutinize 
financial model 
assumptions.

Understand 
competitive and 
regulatory 
environment and 
potential effects 
on project viability.
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Interview the team and review project documentation.

Protocol Discovery01

Identification of economic agents and value flow model.

Value flow02

Qualitative and Quantitative analysis across focus areas.

Analysis03

Summarizing and quantification of risks.
Due Diligence report.

Report and Deliverable04

HOW WE WORK
TIMELINE
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PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGIES
TOKEN ECONOMY DUE DILIGENCE PROGRAM

Token(s)

Tokens in the 
ecosystem

Financials Community Governance Technology Legal & 
Regulatory

Token value 
flow

Classification 
per key types

Initial 
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Supply
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Cash flows

Balance sheet

Treasury

Trading 
volume

TVL
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profile

Core team
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retention
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goals

Decision 
making process 

and 
transparency
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reserves

Insider 
ownership 
stakes and 
transactions

Chain

Upgrades

Data and 
Oracles

Roadmap

Security

Jurisdictions

Cybersecurity 
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PROPRIETARY METHODOLOGIES
RISK TAXONOMY

Risk Taxonomy Leads
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KEY OUTPUTS
OF TOKEN ECONOMY DUE DILIGENCE
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Economic risks due diligence report

An endorsed report by Economics Design with their company stamp will be provided with an outline 
of identified risks and potential mitigation options.

Report Sections

Executive summary

Executive summary of key risks and 
fragility points with mitigation 
suggestions.

Competition

Executive summary of key risks and 
fragility points with mitigation 
suggestions.

Financial model

Overview of protocol’s financial 
model, focusing on funding sources, 
scaling assumptions and scenarios.

Token economics realization

Overview of protocol’s financial 
model, focusing on funding sources, 
scaling assumptions and scenarios.

Integrated value flow model

Visualization of value flows of 
protocol’s native and foregin assets 
across protocol’s economic agents.

Legal & Regulatory considerations

Visualization of value flows of proto-
col’s native and foregin assets across 
protocol’s economic agents.



Not ready to take 
the full due diligence?
Start with Due Diligence
Light

Purpose

Due Diligence Light is designed to give clients a fast, yet 
fact-based and robust, reasonable opinion on the high-level token 
economy design of a project. It is executed by resources of the 
same calibre as those assigned to full DD engagements, to 
safeguard quality of outcomes irrespective of scope granularity.

Benefits

Provides factual basis to highlight potential red flags, and to 
understand how best to address them. Helps to fine-tune high-level 
business case and/or to prioritize risks map. Acts as a scoping 
guide for eventual follow-on full Consulting or Due Diligence 
assignments.

Scope

The actual analysis depth and breadth for an Due Diligence Light 
assignment is driven by clients’ priorities as voiced during initial 
discussion. In the absence of extended corpus, it is based on the 
information provided in project Whitepaper(s), pitch decks and 
communications, plus secondary research on public domain data.
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Respond to online questionnaire.
Submit all relevant project documents (Whitepaper, pitch decks, etc.).

week 1

Submit DD application01

Take part in scope confirmation discussion with Economics Design’s experts.
Sign engagement letter.

Confirmation02

Make prepayment.

Effect DD payment03

Review project documents and relevant public domain data.
Interview project team as needed.

Project delivery04
week 2 Compilation of DD report and submits for review.

Take part in final report discussion with Economics Design experts.

4 STEPS TO START
Journey in Safe Guarding and Preventing 
Loss in Your Token Economy



Economic risks, 
design red flags

PDF report (in .pptx or .docx formats) with list of poten-
tial red flags in Market Design, Mechanism Design and 
Token Design, and their factual attribution to project 
documentation or other public domain data.

KEY OUTPUTS 
OF TOKEN ECONOMY 
DUE DILIGENCE LIGHT
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ECONOMICS DESIGN
YOUR PARTNER OF CHOICE FOR 
TOKEN ECONOMY DUE DILIGENCE
For more than 3 years we help organisations build and track the design of 
primary markets. This could be a token-based closed loop system, a private 
organisation’s business or social system.

30+
50+

100+
Token based 
economies built

Token based 
analysis completed

Professional specialists 
cumulative years of experience
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token@economicsdesign.com
economicsdesign.com


